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Theorems 1 and 2 will be contained in a forthcoming paper by 
the author. Theorem 1 follows from work of Ray [6] and Neveu 
[4], [S] but a new proof will be presented. Theorem 2 is a conse
quence of a result already announced in Williams [7]. The terminol
ogy and notation are as in Dynkin's book [ l ] . 

Let £ be a countable set and let {pa(t): i,jÇzE; t^O} be a transi
tion function on E with the properties: 

£ paO) = 1; lim pu{u) = 1 (i E E; t è 0). 

THEOREM 1. There exist a complete metric space E+ in which E is 
dense and a strong Feller, stochastically continuous transition function 
Pit) on E+ such that the following statements are true: 

(i) Pit, i, {j}) = pi3{t) (*, jeE;t^0); 

(ii) P(t,y,E) = 1 (ye&-;t>0); 

(in) every Markov chain on E with transition function {pa(t)} has 
a right-continuous, strong Markov version taking values in E+ and with 
transition function Pit). 

For this version, limits from the left may not always exist in E+ and 
the property of quasi-left-continuity may not hold. 

Let {x(t, œ): t^O; o)(E&} be some fixed right-continuous, strong 
Markov process on £ + with transition function P(t). Let x be a 
fixed point of E+\E and define 

T(u>) = 00 if x(t, co) 7* x for all t > 0, 

= \rd{t\ t > 0, x(t, co) = x\ otherwise. 

Suppose that x is such that 

(i) P*{T = 0} = 1; 

(ii) P*{T<«>} > 0 , 

fi being the initial distribution.1 Then local time at x may always be 
defined by an equation similar to equation (1) below. 

However, in order that the result may be stated in a form with the 
1 In current terminology, x is neither polar nor semipolar. 
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most direct intuitive content, it is assumed throughout the remainder 
of this note that {x(t, w)} is irreducible recurrent, i.e., that, for 
i, jGE and / > 0 , 

ƒ» 00 

pii(u)du = oo. 
o 

Let 7T be the positive invariant measure on E: 

H*iPn® = *7 (jeE;t^ 0). 

(Recall that ir is determined uniquely up to scalar multiples.) 
For j in E, introduce the normalized local time at j : 

L(j, t;<a) = m{s:0 S s St, x(s, «) = j}/vi9 

m denoting Lebesgue measure. 

THEOREM 2. There exist a sequence A = {ôn} with 8n I 0 and a set 
Oo^fi with PjuJQo} = 1 such that, if co£^o, then the limit 

(1) L(x, t; œ) = lim £ P(ô, x, {j})L(j, t; «) 
AGS 10 jeE 

exists uniformly on all intervals of the form [0, 20]. Furthermore, if the 
Markov time r(t) is defined by the equation 

r{t) = inf{.s: s + L(x, s; co) > t] 

then Z(-)—X(T(-)) is a strong Markov process with minimal state-space 
E^J {x} and the point x is an instantaneous state of z(-). 

In view of the fact that P(t) is stochastically continuous, Theorem 
2 may be regarded as the appropriate version for Markov chains of 
the equation 

(2) lim L(j, t; w) = L(x, t;<a) ( U 0) 

which might possibly be expected to hold because of analogous results 
for certain diffusion processes. See Meyer [3] and the papers referred 
to therein for recent work on the existence and continuity of local 
time. Examples show that equation (2) is most decidedly false for 
certain Markov chains. 

Levy's well-known construction for local time (see for example 
[2, §111 ]) would seem less direct than that afforded by equation (1) 
and appears slightly more difficult to justify in the situation consid
ered here. The difficulty lies in the fact that one does not know a priori 
of the existence of z(-). 
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PROBLEM. May the equation 

L(x, t; ca) = lim ] £ P(&, *, {j})LU> *\ «) 

be used to define local time simultaneously at all fictitious states? 
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